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“The primary is responsible
for the election, by parties, of
some men whose chief eff'oit
after the election, seems to be
to disorganize their party and
fight the party policies.”

drafting by nomination, clean candidates by pn opposition party in order to gain
advantage from a clear issue at
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system, such conditions would
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Claims

SYSTEM PROMOTES GRAFT
“The primary system is responsible for an enormous and
improper use of money under it.
It is steadily tending to debauch our electorate since it
lessens the minority parties to
properly make an issue of corruption before the public.
“It largely insures immunity
to vote buyers from politic il
le«al consequences with the resultant increase of their ac-

system.

rapid expansion cf State and
municipal business and patronage, coupled with indifference
of qualified voters, half of whom
do not go to the polls, often re-
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continental reliability
York to San Frantest,
cisco, 2701 miles in 25 hours,
Trans

the polls, between clean and unclean government.
"Under the primary, opposition cannot draft the strongest
men as candidates.
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for
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j
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whether
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large central pontoon, which ly, aged 7G. fisherman, was yesteris justified
are
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So equipped they are able to go any 20-foot sailing boat.
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place where there is a fair-sized body
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Senator Hawes, Democrat of Mis-1'the night from the British steamer
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motor.
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auxiliary
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and
Howard Carter,
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Schultz
(Continued on Page Two.)
I McKinley went insane in two days. peal ail sections of the Volstead Act
the only survivors.
He asked
Kelly to row for shore regulating the right of physicians
|
The schooner burned to the water
| which he though he saw. Kelly was prescribe intoxicating liquor.
She carried oil and
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and sank
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going by compass. McKinley
gasoline. Coast. Guard officials be'for Kelly with a fishing knife. Kelly William
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NEW YORK. Dec. 20.—VicePresident Charles G. Dawes irt
an address last Saturday night
befoie the Pennsylvania Society
of New York, attacked the pri-
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Morris said. “I have no high opinion
the value of universities for education #<n- such essentially practical

ol'

purposes as industry or commerce,
in fat r, a university training is, fro
a business point of view, absolutely
useless.
“There are exceptions, I know, but
have never
found
a
university
trained man of any use in my organizaiton. and I am going to say
that for business a university training is an absolute waste of time.
I
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